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Weather Act & 
Disaster Supplemental Appropriations

Section 104 of the Weather Research and Forecasting Innovation Act of 2017 (“Weather Act”) and the Bipartisan 
Budget Act, 2018:  Division B - Supplemental Appropriations, Tax Relief, and Medicaid Changes Relating to Certain 
Disasters and Further Extension of Continuing Appropriations (“Disaster Supplemental Appropriations”) provide NOAA 
with a unique and important opportunity to integrate the social, behavioral and economic sciences into NOAA’s 
tropical products, information and services  

Further, the Strategic Plan for the Next Phase of HFIP articulates a path forward to incorporate risk communication 
research into the design and communication of its products:

● By 2021 NOAA will complete a baseline understanding of partner and stakeholder needs relating to the TC 
product suite, 

● By 2023, through social and behavioral science research, NOAA intends to improve communicating the 
forecasted risks by transitioning 2-3 TC hazard guidance products per year and, 

● By 2028, modernize all products in the TC product suite.

The following 4 supplemental projects and the Cone of Uncertainty project will advance our efforts!
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This material is based upon work supported by the National Center for Atmospheric Research, which is a major facility sponsored by the National Science Foundation under Cooperative Agreement No. 1852977.

Wait, that forecast changed? Assessing how 
publics consume and process changing 

tropical cyclone forecasts over time
Rebecca Morss, Julie Demuth, Heather Lazrus

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Leysia Palen, Ken Anderson, Melissa Bica
University of Colorado Boulder

Gabrielle Wong-Parodi
Stanford University



• Context: 
– NOAA/NWS is operating in an increasingly complex TC information ecosystem with an ever-

growing volume of risk information
– Helping people prepare for TCs requires generating information that addresses the risks 

most critical to their decisions, conveying that information clearly, and providing information 
about resources to act

• NOAA operational challenges to be addressed: 
– Accelerate effective communication of weather forecasts and warnings to decision makers
– This includes helping NOAA and NWS: 

• Improve TC forecast and warning communication in the context of people’s 
shifting risk preferences and the complex, rapidly evolving TC information 
ecosystem

• Adapt its TC services to account for and take full advantage of the ongoing 
prediction and communication revolutions

Project overview

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads



1. Investigate how publics consume, process, and use the shifting, uncertain TC risk information 
available during a threat

– Including information about different TC hazards and impacts provided by different NOAA 
entities, in the context of information from multiple sources and the informational environment

– Research questions include:
• How do members of the public navigate and evaluate information about different 

aspects of TC risks provided through different channels? 
• To what extent do people anchor on information provided early in a threat, and 

how do they shift their risk perceptions and adjust decisions as updated information 
emerges? 

• How do people interpret and incorporate into their decisions the uncertainties inherent in 
TC forecasting and warning? 

1. Utilizing this understanding, collaborate with NOAA to develop research-guided recommendations 
on prioritizing efforts to improve TC forecast and warning communications

Project objectives

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads



• Project leverages and integrates recently developed research methodologies and knowledge, 
including:

– Social media data analysis in weather risk contexts
– Real-time structured collection of data about risk perceptions, decisions, etc. during weather 

threats
– Understandings of how forecast and warning information and other factors influence 

people’s TC risk perceptions and decisions, from data collected retrospectively or in 
hypothetical contexts

• Project will also leverage concurrent research on co-occurring tornado and flood threats during 
TCs, funded by NOAA VORTEX-SE program (PIs: Jen Henderson, Russ Schumacher)

– Includes Twitter data analysis to understand public experiences with multiple co-occurring 
hazards 

– Complemented with NWS forecaster interviews to integrate operational concerns into 
research and findings/recommendations into operations

Building on prior and concurrent related work

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads



• Produce new knowledge about how members of the U.S. public consume, understand, and use 
TC forecast and warning information in context

– Provide a foundation for NOAA to understand people’s shifting risk preferences, improve 
NWS TC services, and adapt to the changing modern information environment

• Provide research-guided recommendations to NOAA and NWS on improving TC forecast and 
warning communications

• Develop and demonstrate data collection and analysis methodologies that NOAA can continue to 
use to evaluate responses to forecast/warning information and product changes

• Overarching goal: Support NOAA in utilizing weather science and technology to help people 
understand and prepare for approaching TC risks 

– Reducing loss of life, property damage, and other harm

Anticipated project outcomes

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads
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Optimizing Tropical Cyclone Information: A NOAA Hurricane 
Website User Experience Study from a Public Perspective

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ubb172eUil3cEYFkYtjQgUL_QJF-UgmTjrsMjASXncs/edit?usp=sharing

Scott Miles
University of Washington

Impact360 Alliance

Robert Soden
Columbia University

Co-Risk Labs

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ubb172eUil3cEYFkYtjQgUL_QJF-UgmTjrsMjASXncs/edit%3Fusp=sharing
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Objectives

• Support the NHC’s effort to 
update and modernize their 
hurricane web presence

• Help make hurricanes.gov 
and related products more 
useful and usable for the 
public to access real-time, 
operational information 
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Outputs

• Recommendations & guidance 
for Hurricanes.gov to
• Better meet the needs of the 

public
• Adhere to best practices of 

user experience design
• Account for risk 

communication research
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Outcomes

• Provide a foundation for 
NOAA hurricane products and 
services to be more 
accessible, usable, and useful

• Aid NOAA staff & future 
contractors when improving 
web-based risk 
communication with a 
repeatable process 
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Minding the gap: 
Modernizing the TC product suite by 

evaluating NWS partner information needs
Rebecca Morss, Heather Lazrus, Julie Demuth, Jamie Vickery

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Ann Bostrom
University of Washington



• Context: 
– Despite major advances in forecasting and warning, NWS partners and other decision 

makers still experience major challenges in understanding and evaluating TC risks and 
making protective decisions

– Many successes, but also observed mismatches such as:
• Emergency managers must make many of their TC-related protective decisions prior to 

the issuance of TC-related watches and warnings 
• Key NWS partners are unfamiliar with, have difficulty using, or do not use some 

(many?) existing NWS TC products 

• NOAA operational challenges to be addressed: 
– Support modernization of the NWS TC project suite by systematically evaluating how it 

meets key decision-makers’ needs
– Provide a research-guided foundation to help NOAA prioritize investments in its TC 

research, research-to-operations transition, and operational forecast and warning programs

Project overview

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads



Project objectives: 
1. Evaluate key NWS partners’ TC information needs and the utility of the current NWS TC 

product suite in supporting decision making
– Primary focus of research is on users other than members of the public

2. Analyze key unmet decision-makers’ needs and associated gaps in the TC product suite
3. Develop research-guided recommendations to NOAA on modernizing the TC product suite

To accomplish these objectives, project will:
– Build on prior research on weather risk communication and forecast and warning systems 
– Incorporate principles from risk communication, human-centered design, and evaluation
– Include iteration and collaboration with NOAA/NWS personnel and other relevant experts

Project goals and approach

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads



• Produce new understanding about key NWS partners’ information needs for decision making 
and the utility of the current TC product suite

• Evaluation of information strengths and gaps in the TC product suite, in general and with respect 
to potential new TC products

• Recommendations to NOAA on modernizing the TC product suite, to improve risk 
communication and support protective decision making when a TC threatens

• Provide a research-guided foundation that can help NOAA prioritize investments in TC R2O and 
operational improvements

Anticipated project outcomes

Weather Risks and Decisions in Society: http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrads
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Cone of Uncertainty 
Social and Behavioral 
Research

●Dr. Lou Nadeau, ERG

●Linda Girardi, ERG

●Jen Sharp, ERG 

●Dr. Betty Morrow

●Dr. Jeff Lazo



Operational Challenge
to Be Addressed

Over the years, I have seen quite a few 
misinterpretations of the cone by the 
public, media, and stakeholders. … If 
articles have to be written to explain 
the intent to the public, is it too 
complicated for its intended purpose?

Marshall Shepherd, “The Hurricane Forecast 'Cone of 
Uncertainty' May Not Mean What You Think,” Forbes,  
April 2017



Research 
Objectives

●How is the cone interpreted and used?

●How embedded is the cone in stakeholder 
decision-making?

●What decisions are made based on the cone 
and what are the implications of those 
decisions?



Timeline

Literature Review
Completed in April 2019
Looked at nearly 60 
studies and NWS service 
assessments

Survey
To be deployed in late Fall 
2019 and analyzed in early 
2020

Focus Group
Tentatively to be 
conducted at an WMO 
Meeting in 2020



Literature 
Review 
Findings: 

Members of the 
Public

Decisions
Information 
Sources



Literature 
Review 
Findings

Members of the 
Public

Influences on Decision-Making
●Probability and uncertainty concepts are confusing.

● Information likely to influence decision-making is not provided.



Literature Review Findings

Emergency Managers and 
Broadcast Meteorologists

●Cone is the most well known product, but use 
many other products and information sources

●Broadcasters create their own but also use 
verbal messaging and body language
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A Coordinated Social 
and Behavioral Science 
Approach: OAR and 
NWS work together
● Projects purposely complement 

one another
● Projects differ in their audience, 

theoretical focus and application 
to provide broader application to 
NWS

● OWAQ focuses more on long-
term

● NWS focuses on more urgent 
needs

● Working Together, NWS and 
OWAQ



Questions? Comments? 
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